
2014 - cultural program celebration 125th anniversary of the Savo-railway 
track  
 
with activities for and with the community of Hiirola 
 
In 1889 the railway connection Kuovola-Kuopio started with the first timetables. Along this track they built series 
of railway stations and many small villages started to be connected to bigger places. The railway has been very 
important for opening the countryside to the world. 
In that time transport was difficult and often available for a small group only. Hiirola was one of the places which 
were connected to the railsystem. The railway has changed fundamentally the society through their influences 
from outside. 
In 2014 it is 125 years this railway track exists and even the station is closed in the 80-ties the trains are still part 
of the environment. 
 
To give attention to this memorable fact AREFS is planning an art and culture program around this historical 
railway building in Hiirola. In collaboration with the community we will setup different activities which will end in 
a final happening during the first Saturday in October when there will go an old train on this historical track. 
 
The program will offer activities for children, like making together a long train and festive banners which can be 
decorate the environment around the railway. 
A program for the villagers to collect their historical knowledge and photographs, which can be exhibited during 
the final happening 
A poetry program for children and adults 
An art and handicraft fair during the first Saturday in October 
Presentations of the art activities at the fair 
 
It is the intention to collaborate with other railway stations along this track, e.g. Haukivuori, Kalvitsa, Otava and 
others depending on their possibilities. 
 
The program will be developed in collaboration with the local community, artists and poets. 
Particiapants: 
local community, children and adults 
artists and poets 
local industry 
 
Statement  
In the past small villages were isolated enclaves in rural Finland, by the railway their isolation ended and new 
spirit entered the societies. These days another separation has started by the concentration of public services in 
the administrative centers which cause a social split. 
With our program AREFS wants to contribute to the awareness of the value of the countryside and to strengthen 
the visability, spirit and quality of the hinterland of these administrative centers. 
 



The project started in February 2014 
and ended in October 2014 
 

OVERVIEW ACTIVITIES 
 
Februari 18  art workshop Hiirola 3/4/ - railway track 
March 3 meeting SAVON-RADAN ryhmä with kylätoimikunta Kalvitsa 
March 4  art workshop Hiirola 3/4/ - railway track 
March 5 meeting SAVON-RADAN ryhmä with kylätoimikunta Hiirola 
March 21  talkoot cleaning the environment of the station - community Hiirola 
March 20  art workshop Hiirola 0/1/2/ - railway track 
March 25 meeting at railway station Myyntilä and Otava 
March 27 art workshop Hiirola 0/1/2/ - railway track 
April 3  art workshop Hiirola 0/1/2/ - railway track 
April 9  talkoot cleaning the yard of the station - children  
May 16 art workshop Hiirola 0/1/2 collecting material installation ‘goodbye’ 
May 17-18 editing postcards - railway 
June 17 meeting SAVON-RADAN ryhmä with Miset tourist 
June 18 meeting with Kylätoimikunta Hiirola 
June 19 meeting with Elina Vauhkonen Haukivuori 
June 20-23 editing banners 
June 26 meeting SAVON-RADAN ryhmä at Kalvitsa station 
July 13 talkoot local community installing banners on the wall of the station 
Sept 11 art workshop Rämälä 1/2/ - installation ‘goodbye’ 
Sept 12 art workshop Rämälä 3/4/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 12 art workshop Rämälä 5/6/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 18  art workshop Rämälä 1/2/ - installation ‘goodbye’ 
Sept 19 art workshop Rämälä 3/4/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 19 art workshop Rämälä 5/6/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 25  art workshop Rämälä 1/2/ - installation ‘goodbye’ 
Sept 26 art workshop Rämälä 3/4/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 26 art workshop Rämälä 5/6/ - banner ‘long train’ 
Sept 28 talkoot local community installing the child art installation ‘goodbye’ 
Oct 3 preparing the yard for the event on Saturday 
Oct 4  event SAVON-RADAN päivä 
 



SAVON-RADAN events - children's activities - painting workshops 

 
paintings by children first class of the primary school in Haukivuori - Veera, Joona, Lyydia, Lotta V. 

 
In May AREFS started with producing a huge train that will be installed along the railway track in Hiirola. 
Every child is impressed by the magic of the train and on plywood panels they can paint the interior of train 
wagons to express their relation with this kind of transport.  
In the schools of Haukivuori and Hiirola children have painted their vision on the Savo-Rail. 
 
Below the processes of the 1st class of Haukivuori. 

 
 
The paintings are in progress and the final works will be part of the presentation during the celebration in 
October 2014. Some of the works will be printed on canvas and they will decorate the railway building of 
Haukivuori. 
 
Children of the 3rd and 4th class of the school in Hiirola were painting their part of the Savo-rail. 

 
 

 
The works are in progress and the final works about the railway will be used on banners which will decorate the 
railway building of Hiirola during the celebration period. 
 



 
Class 0, 1 and 2 are working concentrated and the results are inspiring. 
 

 
At the school in Hiirola children were painting an inside view of a train wagon. In September they will start with 
painting about this subject on fabric. 
 

 
Children of the 3rd and 4th class painted together a long train on fabric. They show what can be seen in the 
wagons from their point of view. 
 

 
  

 



 
 

 
 

 
Children of the 5th and 6th class in Rämälä have painting another part of the long train. 
At the blog of the school in Rämälä more images are published. BLOG RÄMÄLÄ 
 

SAVON-RADAN events - children's activities - cleaning the yard 

 
Different classes of the Hiirola school (children age 6-10) have been very active in organizing the environment around the building. 
They came walking (about 3 km) from the school to the railway station and produced a lot of energy in cleaning up the ground, taken 
away branches and trunks and left a yard which has not been so nice for decades. 

 

 
It was exciting to see how the children did a job in taken away many, many branches and trunks, they are great! 

 

http://ramalankoulunblogi.blogspot.fi/


 
As real workers they need a break with something to eat and to drink. 
 

 
After the beak the children started with new energy. 

 

 
As an homage the train driver blew on his horn and rang the bell, a fantastic moment for all of them. 
 

 
After a morning of working very hard the children walked back to school and the yard looks so nice. Thanks to the 
children! 
 
 
 



SAVON-RADAN events - children's activities - decorating the building -process 

 
At the school in Hiirola children have collected a pile of fabric which they will cut in pieces and to put together as a waving wall of 
handkerchiefs to say 'goodbye' and 'have a good journey' to the passengers passing in the trains. 

 
The fabric from last year is used to make the installation NÄKEMIIN as part of the waving wall. 

 
  

 
After summer holiday the 1st and 2nd class in Rämälä have made long lines with the fabric. 
In September these installations are installed and it was a great moment to see the waving pieces glorious presenting the Hiirola 
community. At the blog of the school in Rämälä are published more images. BLOG RÄMÄLÄ 

 
Final presentation of the installation Näkemiin at the railway station in Hiirola. 

http://ramala1-2.blogspot.fi/2014/09/marja-de-jongin-taideprojekti-alkoi.html


SAVON-RADAN päivä preparation 2014 
MARCH-APRIL preparing the environment 

 
At the end of the winter village people have started to clean up the environment around the station in Hiirola. 

 
Children have assisted to clean up the yard of the station. They made a huge pile of branches. 
 

JULY installation banners 

 
At the stations in Haukivuori, Kalvitsa, Hiirola and Otava the banners with painting by children from Hiirola and 
Haukivuori are placed by volunteers. 

BANNERS AT THE RAILWAY STATIONS  
The first banner is placed at the railway station of Haukivuori. The song is by Solistiyhtye Suomi in the 90-ties.  

 

 

James Dean banner at 
Haukivuori station 

Two banners with child art art the wall of Haukivuori station 

http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-cleaning-yard.html


  

banners at the railway 
station in Kalvitsa 

  

 

 

banners at the railway 
station in Hiirola 

  

  

 

 
Two banners with child art at the wall of Otava station  

 

 Banners at the different participating railway stations 



SEPTEMBER the environment and installations 
 

 
 

 
After completing the installation NÄKEMIIN there was great assistance to install the work of the children. 
 

POSTCARDS  Series I -  the railway 

  
painting Nuppu 3rd class Hiirola school  painting Vili 1st class Hiirola school 

 

  
painting Matti1st class Haukivuori school  painting Lyydia 1st class Haukivuori school 

 

 

banners based on the paintings of the art workshops in Hiirola and Haukivuori  



 

SAVON-RADAN PÄIVÄ 2014 SATURDAY OCTOBER 4 HIIROLA 
Impressions of a successful event at Hiirola. 

 
Different art works at the yard of Hiirola station. 

 
Installing the accommodation at the yard. 

 
Installing the 'train' created by children of the 3, 4, 5 and 6th class of Rämälä school. Suitcase installation on the 
platform and bakery by the village group. 

 
The last employee of the railway station in Hiirola (91 years) was attending the event. Different local and 
international crafts were offered to the audience. 



 
The first train arrived. 

 
People were walking around, looking after the art exhibition, the building, the wagon and listening to the music 
of Henri Tiuskanen. 

 
A presentation of old timer cars during the event at Hiirola. 

 
After a stop at Hiirola station people were waiting for the 'next' train to Kalvitsa. 
 
About 200 people were attending the event in Hiirola, over 600 people were visiting the event on the locations at: 
 Haukivuori Railway Station 
 Kalvitsa Railway Station 
 Hiirola Railway Station 
 Otava Railway Station 



PROJECT IN NUMBERS 
 

10 art workshops at the schools in Hiirola and Rämälä 
7 meetings  with SAVON-RADAN ryhmä and village associations 
4 talkoot  contribute by villagers of Hiirola 
28 hours editing banners and post cards 
10 hours editing webpages 
 

INVOLVED PERSONS 
 
76 children of the schools in Hiirola and Rämälä 
18 persons/members of the local village association 
200 visitors from the village/region/Helsinki 

 
 

On the website of AREFS: 
 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-savon-radan-paiva-2014.html  
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-savon-radan-paiva-2014-Hiirola.html  
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-savon-radan-paiva-2014-Haukivuori.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-savon-radan-paiva-2014-Otava.html 
 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-paiva-schedule-lattahattu.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-actions-index.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-painting-workshops-1.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-cleaning-yard.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-decorating-building-process.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-decorating-building.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-painting-train.html 
 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-banners-postcards.html 
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-promotion.html  
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http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-paiva-schedule-lattahattu.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-actions-index.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-painting-workshops-1.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-cleaning-yard.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-decorating-building-process.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-decorating-building.html
http://www.arefs.org/savon-radan-ryhma/savon-radan-events-child-activities-painting-train.html
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